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Each instrument has 7 parts. Each part has the same  lenght.
(The parts have letters instead of numbers:
flute: A, G, H, M, N, P, S
saxophone: B, C, E, J, Q, T, W
piano: D, F, K, L, O, R, V)

Each player has to arrange the succession of his ow n 7 parts.

With this succession it is useful to make a score f or rehearsals where the 3
instruments are completely synchronized (- for exam ple beat 51 always has to be
beat 51 in all 3 instruments at the same time); oth er possibilities for
synchronisation are: 1 light-metronome with 3 lamps ; or ear-click.

The 7 parts of the piece are to be played continuou sly without interruption.

The tempo:

The tempo has to be chosen according to the virtuou sity of the players. Do not
change the tempo during piece.

Notation:

tone–succession (as fast as possible) of all chroma tic tones in free order
within the given range

repeated figures:

not repeated is:

starts on beat

ends on beat

depends on the players speed



Flute and saxophone:

Harmonics:
[21] indicates the register of harmonics (flute: al so whitles)
[L] = loco; it sounds only the notated tone
the scale of harmonics: [L-8-12-15-17-19-21-22-23-2 4-25...]

   ↓           ↓
      2 nd octave  3 rd  octave

[21-17] oscillating register of harmonics

Dynamics:
P ‗ PORTION OF TONE     0-PPP-PPP-PP-P
P   PORTION OF WIND*       0-P-MF-F

      * (also: portion of other secondary sounds, v oice, etc.)

In the case of harmonics the fraction shows also th e proportion between the
intensity of harmonics and the local tone
 P  ←  HARMONICS
 P  ←  LOCALE TONE

Articulation:
[t]..., [k]..., [ З]... means essentially different speed of repetitio n or

staccato (i.e. allway as fast as possible!)
[ З], [h] staccato of diaphragm, (hard - like almost co ughing, soft)
[r], [tr], [fr] different kinds of flatter-tongue ( with or without initial

consonant)

implosive t

inhaled t

Combinations: [tk]... double-tongue
              [tkt]... sequence (tkt-tkt-tkt)
              [t/k]... material in free and varied order

Note: The "As-Fast-As-Possbible" of articulations at  the one hand and of finger
movements at the other hand is supposed to be diffe rent fast and therefore
un-coordinated.

Saxophone: Tenor-Saxophone in B
(Baritone or Alto Saxophone in Eb is possible also)

Piano:

cluster-repetition (as fast as possible) of all
chromatic tones between given notes;
but:    = all white keys

  = all black keys

compare:

repetition only of the 2 given notes



chords (arpeggios) by accident with orientation-
note (the note for orientation ist not to be
played more audible than the others)

glissandi

The density of touches ("dripping") – instead of dy namics
(the fingers/the hands move always as fast as possi ble but only a part of the
movements will result in tones):

Densitiy of resulting (sounding) tones ranging from  left to right between:
"almost no tone" (almost only the noise of the fing ers and the mechanics of the
instrument) and: "all tones"

= pedal: always audible (pedal-sfz)

Amplification:

If the audience is small and can sit close to the p layers, you won't need any
amplification. But if not: decide, wheter it might be better to use soft
amplification (microphones) to keep the secondary s ounds (mechanics of the 3
instruments, noises of the fingers, tongue-articula tions of reeds, etc.) at the
same level as if sitting very close to the performe rs.

Generals:

The piece fixes formes of potentialities (potential ities of sounds, of musical
action) – rather – than it could be understood as a n instruction to be
absolutely followed.

There are situations in the score which rather indi cate what could happen
accidentially and not the expectation of identity b etween script and execution.

Some details may always remain unplayable. But wher e exactly the player defines
his place between improvisation and infinite approa ch towards the text will be
in his own decision (his delight, his responsibilit y).
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